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In the past two decades profund changes have taken place both in the
conduct of Government business and on the industrial scene, A multitude of
new techniques and programs have been developed. The danger is that these
procedures will merely be super-imposed on old concepts and assumptions of the
job of management. The Navy's Bureau of Yards and Docks occupies a unique
position in the facilities management area due to the very nature of its as-
signed mission*
The author has long believed that a need exists for reexamining the
management functions and responsibilities of the Bureau, to clarify the spe-
cific objectives and operating philosophy, and to reappraise the basis of the
management authority. The fundamental approach that was taken in this study
was that certain basic management concepts that have withstood the fire of
industrial strife are ideally suited for itanagement in the Bureau* The ^aper
is therefore divided into two main parts. The first is the philosophy for
liianagement. The second is an integrated Facilities management Program which
attempts to put to practical use the developed philosophy*
A weekly three hour seminar during the past year provided a unique
opportunity to intimately question over forty-five of the top management rep-
resentatives of some of the leading corporations in the United States* This
was possible through the seminar developed by Dr. A. Eex Johnson, Director of
the Navy Graduate Gomptrollership Program, at George Washington University. In
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addition close liaison was established by ths author through periodic visits to
the Bureau of lards and Docks. I am particularly indebted to Captains James
Davis, itoraan a^artineon, JPaul Oeufer, Lichard iratt and udessrs. Jack waum,
V&illiam Halstead, and numerous others who graciously assisted by the availa-
bility of^time, records and advice.
The portion of this paper that was concerned with the development of
revised expenditure accounts, (chapter VI) resulted from a membership by the
author on a combined MVCGMi-T/BuDocks study and development panel consisting
of the following:
Mr. max Coe Code A-712 BuDocks
«<r. James U* Harris Code &-211
i*r. Lichard Jiear Code A-621
LCDK. John u. Daniels mavy Comptrollership Program, GWU.
mr. Oscar Lightner isiaVCU ifenagement
Mr. G, A. Besser, Jr. Code A-631
During the month of April temporary additional duty orders permitted a two day
visit to Norfolk, Virginia and attendance at the .bast Coast meeting of the
Maintenance Division Directors of the District iHiblic Works Officers. This
meeting resulted in an updating of the management problems in that field.
In a natural exhuberance to outline an integrated management program it
may be that 1 have neglected to clearly indicate that some problems have been
previously recognized. This is true in regard tc the recommended revisions to
the Annual Inspection of irublic foorks and public Utilities report contained in
chapter VII. Captain r'aul Oeufer and *r. Jack fcaum of the Maintenance Divi-
sion, BuDocks have given extensive study to this problem and are currently re-
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vising this report. The author has also just been informed that subsequent to
the development of chapter VIII on the organisational problems that a ^hore
Establishment Division has been established. This division will undoubtedly
cover many of the management problems noted.
kven in the programs phases mentioned and in fact throughout the de-
velopment of the paper there exists, however, certain fundamental viewpoints
and opinions that are peculiar to and original with the author* If any of
these are found too far from the practical basis of reality I can only refer
to the works of Bacon:
A mixture of a lie doth add pleasure. Doth any man doubt, that if
there were taken out of minds vain opinion, flattering hopes, false
valuations, imaginations as one would, and the like, but it would leave
the minds of men poor shrunken things, full of melancholy and indis-
position, and unpleasing to ourselves .1
^•Bacon's Bssar s with Annotations by iranklin ilske Heard (Boston: Lee
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Everyone in Government service generally concurs in the desire for a-
chieving efficiency through better management. Efficiency usually means a fresh
approach and the adoption of new programs, methods and procedures. Unfortunate-
ly there is some great measure of psychological assurance attached to the
"going concern". This is especially true at the Congressional level. Unless
they have some special reason for a change members of the subcommittees are
inclined to accept estimates that do not differ from the appropriations they
approved the year before.
There is a major lack of regard for an assessment cf the results accom-
plished. Are we missing the boat by focusing all our attention on the process of
budget preparation, when in fact the real objective is increased economy and
efficiency in government operations? The operation of the U. S. Government ap-
pears to begin and end with the Federal budget. There is widespread publicity
connected with isolated areas of waste.^ As an instrument of management im-
provement, however, the budget procedure just does not fulfil its potential.
The principle of exception as practiced at Congressional level is based on the
theory that as long as agencies continue at their former rate "all is right with
the world". The factors of economy involved in performance, eliLdnation of du-
l.Faul Douglas, Economy in the National Government
,
(Chicago: University
of Chicago i-ress, 1952), chapters VII and Vlii.

3plication and the actual integration of Eanagement improvement programs form an
incidental role.
During the years there have been many studies and recommendations con-
cerning elimination of the inadequacies of the legislative and budgetary proc-
esses. There is a definite reluctance, however, on the part of Congress to ap-
j^roach the problem from the basis of an administrative management solution*
There is always the fear that such procedures would lead to a reduction in con-
gressional influence.
in addition many Congressmen doubt that the executives of the armed
services possess the imagination to devise and the determination to en-
force practices that would increase the effectiveness of the American
military machine and reduce its expense tc taxpayers ,2
This view was enforced by the report of the Hoover Commission's Task Force on
National Security Organization by the statement that it "failed to find la the
military establishment 8 sense of cost consciousness or a general realization of
the vital importance to our national security of utmost conservation of our re-
sources". It concluded that "the military services are far to®prodigal with
Government funds".3 This group together with some of the leading authors on
public administration have also recognized that increased efficiency depends on
improved management in the broad sense; and the failure to increase efficiency
U to aUrihutfrbje largely to the fact that BftnflOTEegt Wrovement has not been
3blias Buzak, The Purse and the iword
r
(N. 1.: Cornell University Press,
1950) pp. 381, 382.
3The Committee on the National Security Organization of the Commission
of the Executive Branch of the Government, National becuritv Organization (V*ash.
1949) pp. 5, 71.
^Arthur Smithies, The Budgetary Process in the United states . (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1951), p. 115*

stated that:
Ho one can go into a business enterprise and tell the management they
have got to save here or there. He cannot know enough about it to know
how they should save the money, in government no appropriations commit-
tee can do a complete job of anything. The appropriations Committee can
reduce funds to what it considers a point of safety, but it cannot be
sure about going further. It might be destroying a departments effec-
tive work. Only the department its. elf can make the additional savings
necessary over what Congress has done.
5
This then is the challenge. It is a two sided gauntlet. On the one hand is the
distrust of the ability and desire of the military establishment to increase
management effectiveness. On the other is the realization that efficiency is
not the result of legislation but of internal management.
THL liOLb Of IHii BUilAU OF Ih^LL AND DOCKS
What is the role of the Bureau of iards and Docks in contributing to
management efficiency in the IJavyV This Buroau is responsible ior providing
specialized or professional guidance and direction for*
a) The construction, alteration, repair and upkeep of public Tvorks
and public utilities, and the operating standards and procedures per-
taining thereto.
b) The repair and upkeep of, and operating standards and procedures
for, weight-handling equipment, except waiine Corps equipment and spe-
cialized equipment assigned for technical control to another bureau or
office
.
The statement of Admiral Arleigh Burke, Chief of Naval Operations, be-
fore the Appropriations Subcommittee of the House of representatives, early this
year, serves to further emphasize the importance of the BuDocks role.
. . . The various stations and activities which make up the ohore
istablishment are constructed, maintained and modernized to provide sup-
5^5 Congressional Pecord, daily ed., p. 12635 Aug. 29, 1949.

port for the fleet in the most efficient nd effective manner possible,
adequate and timely maintenance of the plant property and equipment is
essential not only for efficiency but to protect the Navy's investment,
during the past few years the limitation of funcs for maintenance and
the rising cost of things has forced the deferial of considerable main-
tenance work. This results in an increasing backlog of maintenance.
The replacement value of the shore establishment is estimated at #17
billion, a large part of which is composed of world war 11 structures
design^ for- a life expectancy of 5 years, with the value of Navy
property increasing and the pui chasing power of Navy appropriations de-
creasing, the Navy is faced with ever increasing problems.
Vigorous efforts are being made to make the most effective use of
maintenance funds in the shore establishment, bhore activities are
being reduced where possible and the effectiveness of maintenance
forces is being improved through controlled maintenance programs.
However, these actions alone will not solve the problem. The provision
of adequate maintenance funds is still a prime requisite for proper
maintenance of the investment in the bhore Establishment." • . .
The statistics contained in Admiral Burke's statement are emphasized by the
graphs shown on pages 6 and 7. There is relatively less and less money avail-
able to do more and more work. The illustration en page 8 indicates the ma^ni*
tude of the maintenance and operations expenditures in relation to the amount
s^ent for new construction. It i? in ttM flay to tiftY management of the bhore
Establishment that the Navy can meet the challenge head on.
6u. S. Congress, House of Kepresentatives, i ubcomn ittee on Appropria-
tions, Hearings, BOD Appropriations for 1959. atatecent on iaaintenance a,nfl
















# ItfGFADILliTb UF A DYJiA^IC mHiWT irHILtoOFHX
In order to achieve better management it is necessary to study and ob-
tain a knowledge of the principles that cause, control, and explain facts and
events in the administrative process. This in effect is the definition of a
philosophy. Our goal is the fullest and most efficient utilization of avail-
able manpower and money. What is the cause for our waste of these precious
commodities? Herbert hoover stated:
Over 50/fc of the responsibility for tnese wastes can be placed at
the doors of management and less than 25% at the door of labor j while
the amount charged to outside contacts is least of all. The assays of
waste show first, the need of definite and quantitative industrial in-
formation on a multitude of points.
^
i£r* C. Knoeppel, one of the members of the Committee on Elimination of
Waste in industry of the Federated American Engineering Societies stated:
While wonderful progress has been made in the field of industrial
or management engineering, the fact remains that due to a lack of
proper terminology, an absence of definite units of measurement, and
a lack of uniform means for examination and evaluation, it k-s been
necessary too many times to fall back on generalizations, opinions
based on experience or reputation, indefinite conclusions nd approx-
imations. If progress to date is not all it should be, the lack can
be charged to the failure to examine properly and evaluate definitely.
For this reason it is my conviction that a much more rapid and effi-
cient development of the art of management will begin from the moment
a perfected mechanism for analysis and diagnosis is placed in the
hands of our engineers. A way should be found wnereby one industry
can be compared with anotner. This could be brought about by at-
^nertert Hoover, ftaste in Industry , (iiew York: McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc., 1921) pp. 68-71.
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tempting to reduce industrial activities to cordon elements.
2
It has been said that the most rewarding "new" ideas are simply the
consideration of old schemes from a new point of view. The quotations of
Hoover^ and Knoeppel could have been taken from a modern treatise on indus-
trial engineering. Their statements are not new. They were made over thirty-
six years ago. It is not surprising that the military establishment has been
slow to achieve a formal recognition of the role of industrial engineering
techniques and the scientific approach to management. It was only natural
that the problems of industrial production siaould be the first target of an
approach designed to achieve increases in output and efficiency. The factors
were more easily unitized and defined. The profit goal existed as a clear cut
index of achievement. The evolution of the defense effort as a major portion
of the national budget has served as a catalyst for management improvement.
It is no longer possible to shrug off the overpowering economic considerations
on the basis that the operation of the military establishment is an "art" not
subject to mundane considerations. The author proposes a dynamic approach to
management in the bureau of Yards and Decks.
a) Search out problem areas.
U) If a new area provide for a formal initiation of explora-
tion of problem*
(2) Kemember greatest inefficiencies can be found in "going
concerns".
b) Jbe conceptual in approach by recognizing and developing inter-
relationship between participating factors (see page 16 for concep-
tual skill in management*
2C. *.. Knoeppel, "i*easure of foaste in Industry", B^M?Ul? nf The Taylor
boeletv
P
Vo. VII, Bo. 2 (April 1922) p. 69.
^Herbert Hoover, loc . cit .
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c) Carefully measure and precisely identify factors involved.
d) Express desired goals or result in a formal relationship with:
(lj Problem of consistent program apjlication.
(2) organization units at bureau level.
(3) Organization units at DtfKO level,
iU) Other management bureaus.
15) Activities*
s) Provide for testing by utilizing activities to provide better
procedures, processes, decisions, etc*
It nay be true that all of the management problems of the Bureau of
Sards and Docks are not solvable by the dynamic approach* On the other hand the
approach is not as restricted as one would imagine* The present tendency is to
limit a management method of this type to one or two isolated programs in the
Bureau* This serves to set it apart as an approach limited to a particular
problem* One of the most forward steps that the bureau of Yards and Docks
could take towards management improvement would be to:
a) Inculcate in all hands the belief that the dynamic management
approach is a general concept anyone can adopt*
b) Lecognlze that the true strength of any program takes place at
the activity and DPfcO level* Organizational units assisted by the
DH»0 must be able to repeat and test for themselves a logical approach
to problems*
c) Establish an adequate definition of objective measurements and
program formulation*
Many individuals will state that this approach is no different in practice than
methods that they hove been using for years. This is true* The difference lies
in, (l) the extent to which problems are rigorously defined, (2) the way the
measurement of the parts are carried on, and especially in (3) the way the re-
lationship between the parts are expressed, and (*V) the way they are formally
recombined and repeatedly tested, in the Bureau of lards and Docks operation
a most vital part of the process would include communication of the results back
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to the decision makers so as to provide for action on a continuing basis.
There are many other factors which would encourage BuDocks to use this
approach. Among these are:
a) Growth of the Naval bhore Lstafclishmnt in terms of facilities, num-
ber of employees, etc.
b) Diversification of types of facilities.
c) Growth in numbers and technical responsibilities of officers of
the Civil Engineer Corps.
d) Technological developments in industrial engineering, nuclear
physics, electronics, etc., including automation.
e) Changes in the political and social environment. (This is pri-
marily concerned with the chan f:;in.~ role that the public expects the




Increase in the size of investment required in new plant and
equipment.
g) Gradual acceptance of industrial engineering techniques in the
field of public works maintenance and operations.
It is not enough for BuDocks to solve problems on an emergency basis.
V*e are fast becoming sn atomic Navy and as a result there is an urgent need
for methods whereby top Ci>G management can forecast the need, foe must not
only be able tc recommend the best course of action, but heve a program opera-
tionally capable of helping carry it out. New methods are required for:
1. Kedefining the facilities management role of the Bureau of lards
and Docks in relation to the Kavy organization including the marine
Corps.
2. .Establishing an organizational capability for analysis.
3. Jfroviding an adequate integrated program coverage of all related
key public works management factors.
A* heporting results in a manner that will permit other management
bureaus to minimize risks while taking full advantage of the opportu-
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5. letting the operation in order to detenine whether it if pro-
ceeding according to program by providing data with which to test the
program itself.

» THl CO§CK?TBAL INGiiDIBtfT u¥ WSMSBtUf
Katz in "Skills of an infective Administrator w* developed a three skill
approach to administration. These are: (l) the technical skill, (2) the human
skill, (3) the conceptual skill. Any nanageraent improvement program prosecuted
by the Bureau of Xards and Docks is primarily a diiection of the activities of
other persons. It is an undertaking of responsibility for achieving certain
objectives through the efforts of individuals . As engineers the technical
skill, involving specialized knowledge and analystical ability within a speci-
ality, is highly developed. Our engineering skills and techniques are accepted
as a matter of course.
As staff corps officers, the Civil Engineers perhaps could have a
greater appreciation for the second or human skill* This skill is the executive
ability to work effectively as a group member, it builds cooperative effort
within the team. The buDocks organization should be ever sensitive to skilful
communication and the creation of an atmosphere of approval and security.
Subordinate* should feel free to express themselves without fear of censure or
ridicule. There should exist true appreciation of the human skill. Members,
including juniors, must be encouraged to participate in the planning and
carrying out of those things which directly affect them. Human skill cannot be
Robert L. Katz "Skills of an Effective Administrator", Harvard Bi




a "some-time thing". «fust as it must become an integral part of a person, it
must become an integral part of the policies of an organization*
The final and most impoi tant skill involved is the ability to see the
enterprise as a whole. This is the conceptual aklll . it includes recognizing
how the various functions of the organization depend on one another. Changes
in any one part usually affect all the others. In the Civil Engineer Corps it
extends to visualizing the relationship of the Bureau as a unit, the sum of
its individual programs, to:
1. The ftavy, as a part of the defense effort.
2. Industry and the community.
3. The political, social and economic forces of the Nation as a
whole.
hecognizing these relationships and perceiving the significant elements in any
bureau sponsored program is the most difficult task presented to our ChC exec-
utives. Unfortunately it also represents the area in which there exists per-
haps the greatest deficiency. The development of management improvement
programs should be directed in such a way so as to advance the overall welfare
of the total organization. The attitudes of our senior officers (which are a
reflection of conceptual skill) color the whole character of the organizational
response. The "activity personality" which distinguishes one bureaus way of
doing business from anothers is thus determined. The Bureau of Yards and Docks'
overall success is dependent on the Ci.C executives conceptual skill in estab-
lishing and carrying out policy decisions. This skill, is the unifying, coor-





A close observer of the t.ajor program developments in recent years in
the Bureau of lards and Docks can detect a definite trend toward the employment
of industrial management techniques, Senior officers whose experience covers
many years in the Corps have reason to be skeptical. Certainly there have
been some premature statements by over enthusiastic devotees. This is an
understandable by product of any new program. Great promises have been ^ivon
without achieving all that was promised. In fact one of the critical short-
comings results from the inability in the military establishment to determine
what exactly has been achieved, in the past decade we have traveled from the
time clock, to the punched card, to the electronic data processing machine as
the final solution to management problems. In the Bureau of Yards and Docks
today the basic concept appears to be management planning and control at the
bureau level with decentralized management at the District ioiblic V«crks officer-
level. N should be realistic enough to know that none of these can automat-
ically eliminate the presence of managerial problems.
It is important to note that the author is proposing no nee "management
method" different from any >hich has been employed by some responsible officer
in the past. The difference lies in the fact that the ability now exists to
perform in an organized and systematic fashion some of the management planning
and control functions which up to now have been carried on piecemeal. Civil
Engineer Corps officers in positions of management responsibility must appre-
ciate the fact that they have completely outstripped the narrow confines of
"technical consultants". They are also responsible for operating a portion of
big business. Just as new tools have become available for the physical job of
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maintenance and construction, bo now there are new tools for business analysis.
it is to the advantage of the GlC officer that tne new tools are primarily
mathematical and statistical in nature. A look at the broad problem areas in-
volved is of interest:
lo Replacement of old equipment.
2. flew capital investment.
3. Transportation scheduling.
4. Location of facilities.
5. inventory control.
6. aiaintenance and operation of facilities including utilities
systems
•
7. budgetary and related financial problems.
The average C±.C officer may have every reason to object that he is already being
stretched too far to the point that he will lose all value as a staff officer
with the inevitable result of a "jack of all trade but master of none", unfor-
tunately most objections to management programs have been unrealistic. They
have not been constructive in nature. The usual approach has been:
"1 do not like Thee Doctor Fell,
The reason why I cannot tell,
But this indeed I know full well.
I do not like thee Doctor Fell".2
As engineers we would not think of starting an excavation job by digging with
our hands. It is similarly necessary to employ the best management tools avail-
able for accomplishing the administrative tasks. lesponsible seniors are en-
treated to achieve an understanding of the purpose that these tools can serve,
flew programs and methods, many of them adopted from other sciences and disci-
2flursery rhyme, author unknown.
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plines are continually being investigated, ^ince irethods are changing so fast,
study of the field must be continuous, and related to BuLocks management re-
quirements. It is for this reason that only a dynamic philosophy for manage-
ment will suffice. The importance of a conceptual skill icr the Ci.C executive
was previously emphasized. A proper evaluation of the new management tools
depends upon ability in this conceptual area. In summary it means:
a) The ability to see the ftavy and tae bureau as a whole.
b) To know whether objectives are mutually compatable and vaxid.
c) To recognise how various functions ef the organization depend
upon one another.
d) To determine which assumptions must be made in order to allo-
cate resources in an optional maimer.
e) To recognize various alternative courses of action and their
potential results.
fclGfttii'lC&M;*. gj fcyJMffifi *JB CUNT1 PL
Experience at Kavy activities, as in most large organizations both
Governmental and commercial, indicates that there is a constant tendency to
expand the function and personnel of any department in response to the many
demands placed upon it* Parkinsons law of the rising pyramid3 states that
"work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion" . General
recognition of this fact is shown in the proverbial phrase "it is the busiest
man who has time to spare". Parkinson develops the point that the number of
officials and the quantity of work are not related to each other at all! The
amusing concept is that the total of those employed would be much the same
3C. Iforthcote Parkinson, Parkinson lew, and other studies in Adminis -
tration
,,
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1957) pp. 2-4..
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whether the volume of the work «ere to increase, diminish or even disappear.
This often has some horrifying validity under the concentrated scrutiny of im-
provement programs • Parkinsons^ axiomatic statements that:
1, An official wants to multiply his subordinates not rivals.
2. Officials make work for each other.
may be a spectre that will serve to haunt us for ; ears to come.
The difficulty is that the lack of management control at any one time
is seldom of such proportion as to excite question. All the people may be
obviously busy. It is therefore often assumed that the department is function-
ing efficiently. In many cases legitimate increases in the volume of business
hide the fact that activities of questionable justification have been undertaken
by a department. There is also a tendency for forms, reports, functions, and
methods to be continued after they have outlived their usefulness. It can be
stated that management planning and control will exist in the Bureau of lards
and Docks when three things happen:
a) A real need exists for a new way of managing. (The author con-
tends this item is a "fait accompli" ).
b) Senior officers of the Corps recognise this need. (There is
still room for development in this area),
c) CLC top management in the Bureau does something about it.
(There is indication that this will be done).
There is no disputing the fact that the business world has a more or less real-
istic index of operations in the profit goal. It has been frequently pointed
out by authors that this motive or objective of corporate profits is lacking in




which serve to sacrifice profits for volume, -.'alse efficiency, prestige, or some
other pet policy cannot be considered in the Government on the basis of a so
called "reverse target" operation. The factors reported by business5 as op-
posing to the single minded devotion of top management to profit may be reclas-
sified for the bureau as:
a) Lmpire building.
(l) Organization unit or activity must be "biggest".
(a) triages to blanket the Navy with an awesome
array of overhead personnel.
b) ivory tower perfectionism.
(l) £»yes fixed on the goal of efficiency based on rigid syn-
thetically derived standards which have no realistic application
in the activity involved.
c) iiiaginot line building.
(l) Passes up the advantages of management improvement pro-
grams, immune to new ideas for fear of taking risks. Insist-
ing for example on an over complemented staff, excessive con-
tingencies, etc.
in the absence of a profit goal in the government there is no reason why a man-
agement cannot strive to eliminate the aspects of empire building, ivory tower
perfectionism and maginot line building. By so doing "profit" will be achieved.
The entire concept of management improvement is based upon the deter-
mination of cost and labor data in order to solve specific managerial problems,
irroper attention to this method of accumulating data brings into proper con-
text the significance of planning and control. Too often in the CuC Corps we
are inclined to consider planning as a narrow process associated specifically
with design and construction. Actually from the management standpoint planning
is much broader in scope including;
a) Formulation of policies in order to establish the objectives of




b) Design of organizational units in order to establish relationships
and to organize activities.
c) Selection of resources so as to provide necessary staff, facilities
and equipment.
d) Development of techniques and proced\ures so ^s to provide for direc-
tion of operations*
The proper application of control in BuDocks affairs means the conformation of
events and plans. It provides for*
1. Individual responsibilities.
2. Classification of data.
3. Accumulation of performance data.
4.. keasurecent of data.
5. Reporting results,
in industry the basic criterion of planning and control is provided by certain
indices such as the profit sales ratio, e.e. as sales go up profit should rise
proportionately. Certainly it is not too far fetched to believe that even with
the elimination of the profit motive, certain reliable indices relating to the
field of public works and public utilities can oe established. T. E, Bradshaw^
defined planning and control as:
a) betting a profit goal.
b) betting departmental goals which, taken together, will achieve the
profit goal.
c) Measuring progress against these standards.
d) Making continual adjustments to keep the whole organization mov-
ing in balance toward the goal*
It may be that many of the members of top CEC management are convinced that all
^T. F. Bradshaw, "The rlace of the Controller in Management Planning and
Control*, The Controller Magazine, (^ct. 1952),
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the tools necessary tc achieve planning and control are used. In the humble
opinion of the author however, the tiro basic steps of planning and control aie
ignored:
1. Gearing the operations to a predetermined objective consistent with
maximum service to the Navy.




# CCWCii^UAL GULm FOh TKb CLC
It has been indicated that the full potential of the Eureau of iards
and Docks can be achieved only when the individual programs are coordinated
into a common effort. Actually each program contributes something different,
but it is easy to encounter misdirection. The plans sometimes do not quite
meet the construction requirements. The construction records duplicate but
cannot integrate with the facilities inventory. The controlled maintenance
program fails to accumulate operating experience against the individual facil-
ities inventory and is not resolved as a managerial consideration in the
budgeting process*
bureau performance therefore requires that each program be directed
towazxl the objectives of the entire Bureau. In particular each executive's
(Senior Officer's) job must be focused on the success as a whole. The perform-
ance that is expected of the Division Director must be derived from the per-
formance goals of the Wavy. His results must be measured by the contribution
they make to the success of the bureau. The responsible officer as a member
of top Eianagement must know and understand what the Bureau of lards and Docks
goals demand of him In terms of perforctance . ilis superior must know what con-
tribution to demand. Judgement should be made accordingly. The fitness re-
port of officers should give careful attention to the extent of the rana^erent




capacity are misdirected. Their efforts are wasted. Instead of team work,
there is friction, frustration and conflict. If it is considered that this is
purely a technical concept look at the present problem of interservice rivalry
in the Department of Defense. This is the same lack of conceptual skill, but
at a different echelon. Management by objectives in the Bureau of lards and
Docks requires major effort and special techniques. In any enterprise managers
are not automatically directed toward a common goal. On the contrary, BuDocks,
by its very nature, contains powerful factors of misdirection:
1. The heavy accent on the technical, specialized factors of engi-
neering.
2. The relative lack of management training of our technically ori-
ented personnel.
3» The type of organization resulting in the insulation of various
Assistant Chiefs, Division Directors, Departments, etc. from lower
echelons
•
This is not to give the impression that we should lose sight of the functional
aspects of the GfcC mission. Certainly the motives of each Bureau Division are
legitimate. The functions are critical and necessary. They must be tied to-
gether in emphasis, application and administration. This is especially true in
the administration of Civil idigineering flavy activities. In the context men-
tioned it is necessary to guard against the lack of stability, equilibrium, and
directed concentration of forces. If the condition existed in a building foun-
dation footing it would fail. Why expect more from an organization?
Of course there is the other side of the picture. There is also the
danger that a "cult of management" men separate themselves from the realities
of the Bureau. This, in effect, could become nothing more than an "off-bal-
ancing" mechanism. The answer lies in the necessity for placing our management
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minded officers in positions of responsibility in &H areas of the Bureau. It
is not just a comptroller, or method and analysis responsibility, ^anac&ir.ent
must panage .
Growth of the CiX in the sense that we shall use the term means the in-
crease in the furnishing of technical know how and service with a commensurate
increase in Navy operating efficiency in the areas of construction, maintenance
and operation of shore facilities. Growth of this kind is the fulfilment of
the responsibility and mission the Bureau of lards and Docks as a Staff Corps.
It is to the betterment of the Jtevy and the country. It requires that wex
a) Focus attention on progran.s, regular or specialized, to peririt
actual and realistic appraisal.
b) iJlake the plans and policies of the Bureau have meaning in that
they keep the goals in sight and permit the employment of modern tech-
niques aimed at the predetermined C1C growth pattern.
The attainment of the Corps potential growth as a service organization
depends upon the complete understanding of the basic policies and objectives
set for the Bureau by the Chief of Civil Bngineers. What is the Corps trying
to do? Where does it want to go, and how fast?
1. we want to become the finest management and engineering group of
its kind in the world.
2. Vie must continually be aware of our mission primarily as a staff
and service organization.
3. *e must render our efficient services utilizing the most modern
management and engineering techniques.
4. We must be continually research minded in our allotec* fields.
5« We have need for and place the maximum value on management devel-
opment as well as technical skills. The related development and im-
provement of our manpower is our continued aim.
6. There is no place in our organization for mediocracy and we are
dedicated to the principle that the life blood of our corps rests in
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the quality of our junior officers.
7. In the operation of our own CLN activities wo must lead the way
and set an example in the matter of managerial efficiency.
8. Our senior Ci.C officers must remain ever receptive to the bene-
fits found in modern industrial engineering methods*
When these things are understood and accepted plans can be made and instruments
of control designed.
J. £« Jonsson, President of Texas Instruments, Inc. defined seven es-
sential steps! in a controlled program for growth.
a) Establish specific and detailed objectives.
(1) What are our problems?
(2) btate them clearly.
b) Plan to attain the objectives.
(1) Careful examination of possible and usable approaches.
g) Carry out the plan and record our performance,
(l) "Separate the men from the boys".
d) Compare performance against plan.
(1) Complete objectivity.
(2) Evaluate our successes and failures.
(3) Understand causes.
e) Take early corrective action or change plans when necessary.
f
)
Forecast periodically how closely the objectives will be at-
tained in months or quarters ahead.
(1) "The forward look".
g) bummarize at completion of period to improve future planning
and performance.
These essentials apply to management in the Bureau of Yards and Locks.
They are essentials for growth where growth is again defined as the increasing
ability to provide service in the facilities management sector of the entire
Naval establishment.
Ij. I. Joneson, "Controls for Growth", American feanagen;ent Association
General Management series ho, 176.
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BMBMUMI ^ TO^ LYJlulC t PPT.QACH
telf analysis is a valuable characteristic /or any management enter-
prise, fcince improvement is the desired end of our management program it would
be unfortunate if misdirection may actually be decreasing rather than in-
creasing organizational efficiency. Parkinson^ has aptly, if amusingly, dem-
onstrated that the personnel complement may be large, everyone busy, with ef-
fort and activity at a peak, but the results are not actually required. The
organization may be "spinning its wheels". The important point is not what is
being programmed but what is being accomplished. For instance, the Civil
Engineer Corps gives graduate training in management to several officers each
year. The success of this training is not demonstrated by the satisfactory
completion of the required courses by these men. Neither is it indicated by
a toll of the graduates concerning their opinion whether or not the course was
worth while. The only true index would be performance. This is based on the
degree to which the management principles and techniques are applied when the
officers get back on the job.
Let us apply the dynamic approach to management. Traditionally ac-
countability has been the concept of Government service. The trouble is that
the emphasis has been en accountability based on the inventory of assets, fc'e
tend to be more concerned that items may be lost, strayed or stolen than with
the fundamental question of: "How well do we employ the assets that we have?"
Accountability yes, but accountability should be based on performance. It is
here that the really great losses can, and do occur.
2C. Horthcote Parkinson JL,pc . cit .
:
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In setting up many of our improvement programs it is the avowed inten-
tion to eliminate waste, it is quite possible that in instigating procedures
and techniques that are a part of the program we tend to negate the original
concept of improvement* This is one reason why a true appreciation of the
"break even^point" in any system or course of action is necessary. Why not
then clearly define targets or actual performances required in relation to any
major Bureau sponsored task or program. In the Civil Engineering management





4. Control maintenance program.




The basic policies and objectives of the Bureau of lards and Docks are of value
only to the extent that they are instruments of guidance and motivation, it
follows therefore that key executives in the organization must relate themselves
to specific program objectives which in turn are compatable with overall policy.
In any one of the categories listed above: Maintenance, fceporting, Construc-
tion, et al it is possible to substitute specific performance targets for mean-
ingless job descriptions. ¥»hy not provide for a "Budget of Aianagement Perform-
ance" instead of:






'In fiscal year 1959 the maintenance division will increase the de-
gree of implementation of the GWP to 1C0> for all UBN activities, etc."
This approach is infinitely valuable in bureaucratic type organizations. At the
end of the fiscal year an analysis can be made of actual achievements. The
variances can be cited and program "hold-up" sharply outlined, foe can now give
purpose to our records. Keports will contribute something to actual target
achievement, Since this target is in line with Bureau policies and objectives
we are setting up a team approach. It is a dynamic outlook that can be carried
down to various lower levels, it permits and recruits the application of the
judgment and human potential of the individuals in the department. It is their
target and they will apply a vast store of ability and ingenuity to its devel-
opment and attainment*
Many of our procedures are inclined to overemphasize the routine reports
necessary for accountability, legal requirements and Bureau programs. This is
not to say that all of these aie not important and necessary. But most of us
fail to relate these functional problems to the primary objective of the Bureau
which is, of course, to motivate the right people to take the right action at
the right time.
The flavy today is a vital, dynamic thing, moving progressively forward.
As a result the U. i>. toavy, measured in terms of modernization, technological
complexity and capital expenditures required per unit of asset, is expanding
at a truly phenomenal rate. Many of our most urgent problems today have been
created in part, by the fact that the requirements of management have expanded









- THE ESSENCE OF THE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT
IN THE BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS IS THE
DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES THAT




senior officers to combat them.
This dynamic Navy requires dynamic management. liflanagement should he
founded on facts and reliable information. It should be capable of making de-
cisions necessary not merely to maintain a "status quo" but, wherever possible
to achieve improvements and efficiencies. A fundamental philosophy of merit
would recognize that (l) change is inevitable, (2) progress is not inevitable,
(3) when we cease to move forward, we shall start to slide backward.

ftjtf II
AM IMTiJG}^T£D F&C1UTI±£> Mk3Mk*&® SXSTEM

«CfiAPTlik V
aH IfcTLCi^TLL aXbTLk FuK FACILITY vAJU£E)l£H
Drucker^- pointed out that one of the baoic elements in the work of the
manager is the job of measurement. Unfortunately up to a few years ago there
was not compatability or coordination in the matter of management establish-
ing or applying yardsticks of measurement in the operation of the Navy Shore
iiStablishment, In the JNavy system of separate bureaus there is a strong tend-
ency for this condition to continue. The role of the District habile >.orks
organization is critical in permitting the Bureau of lards and Docks to make
any contribution toward an integrated system of facilities management for the
&avy. Performance should be analyzed, appraised and interpreted at the lowest
level with the necessary knowledge of activity conditions and the required
technical background. The District Public Works Organization can fulfil this
function*
The primary programs that exist as measuring and controlling devices
for operating efficiency in facilities management are:
a) f. aster planning.
^
b) inventory of facilities.
3
Ureter F. Drucker, The Practice of uanagement . (Ne* York: Harper & Bros.
Publishers, 1954) p. 344«
2Util., BuDocks Instruction 11010.21, ^faster Shor^ Ltaticn Development
Pl££xaB, 31 Jan. 58.
3USN, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Category Codes for Classifying Peal
Property of the ftavy
r




c) Military Construction Navy Program,
4
d) Control idaintenance Program.
5




g) Annual inspection of Public ¥»crks and Public Utilities.8
h) Management Bureau annual estimates for Maintenance and operation.
9
i) Special project requests .10
In general each one of these programs or reporting systems has the same objec-
tive i.e. efficient and economical operation. The difficulty arises when
strong single program orientation can result in the cancelling out of anypos-
sible benefits* For example we often find the transportation program striving
to cut down on the number of vehicles available to an activity due to a low
usage rate. The usage rate in this case is an "average* consideration* It
does not give adequate recognition to high volume, peak requirements for a
short duration. It rather strives to dampen out the peaks and valleys so as to
4lft>», NaVCOMPT., jijUitary Construction ijnsncjaj. ^nagegjept ifrtt4frQ9k,.
NaVBlU> p. 1570, 19 June 1956.
5Ubjfc, Bureau of Yards and Docks, aiaintenance Management of Public norka
flafl Public UUUUgfi, IMt-Il. 27 November 195*.
6Dept. of Navy, Bureau of lards and Bocks, Utilities Conservation
troeT&m Bunrev Guida
r
(Washington, D. C, 24 April 1957).
7Dept. of Navy, Bureau of lards and Docks, Transportation i,alntenanca P
TP-Bv-2, 1 April 1952*
8USU, Bureau of lards and Docks, Inspection for Maint^^^ce of Public
lorka and Public Utilities. BuDocks Technical Publication TP-FW-31, 15 Aug. 55.
So&ii, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Ahnual estimates foa maintenance and
Qperation
r Upprop. Cfcii), NAVLGGhB 1772 (Kev. 1-57).
10USN, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Policies and Procedures Governiag tag
BftbaigsjoB of. CBN hepajr Projects, BuDocks Instruction 11C00.4B, 10 Feb. 1956.
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the needs of management
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provide maximum utilization during the work day period. On the other hand the
maintenance control program attempts to achieve maximum utilization of produc-
tive labor, in this respect it desires to cut down overhead losses that would
occur through waiting for transportation. The economic confederation involved
is whether or^ not it is cheaper to have several vehicles available to transport
workers during peak periods and let the vehicles remain relatively idle the
rest of the time. This aspect is weighed against the labor cost in havir
high salaried employees waiting around doing nothing.
wther examples of management inconsistency can be found. A decision
can be made relative to the amount of naintenance arid operation funds and re-
lated personnel required. The activity simply circumvents this consideration
by supplementing funds through a special project request. It is normally ex-
pected that these special project funds are for the support of work that can
be more effectively prosecuted by contract. The lucicrous situation develops
whereby activities year after year have a major portion of their operating com-
plement supported by special project funds. In other words as far as the ac-
tivity is concerned these special projects are simply another way of keeping up
their personnel levels.
The role of the bureau of Xards and Docks in the management field is a
diffioult one. It is dual in nature. It is staff or advisory in relation to
activities under the control of other management bureaus. It is line "or com-
mand" in relation to the Civil Engineering activities
.
Specifically the Bureau of Sards and Docks under the authority of Navy
regulations exercises technical control of the alteration, repair, and upkeep
of public works, public utilities, and weight handling equipment, except
Marine Corps equipment assigned for technical control to another bureau or
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office, as well as the operating standards and procedures pertaining thereto.
Another interesting responsibility is indicated by Navy regulations. This es-
tablished among the duties and responsibilities of the Bureau of Yards and Docks
the following:
ittak^ig an annual survey, and estimating the funds required for the
maintenance of public works, public utilities, and construction,
transportation and weight handling equipment at all shore activities
of the iiavyj and submitting appropriate recommendations in connection
therewith to the responsible bureaus and offices having management
control.1^
Up to the present time BuDocks has fulfilled this responsibility in a very
limited fashion. It has been most effective in the transportation program.
Even here at times the "service" requirement has been lost. In the facilities
area the BuDocks responsibility, before the development of the controlled
maintenance program, had been relegated to the summary report of the annual
inspection of public works and public utilities. To put it mildly the operating
realities of the modern large scale bhore Establishment has made this report
practically useless as a mechanism for achieving support for overcoming main-
tenance deficiencies. In 1936 the author recommended the elimination of the
Annual heport of Public ftorks and i-ublic Utilities and the integration of mean-
ingful data into a combination report that would provide for the results
achieved from the Controlled Maintenance Program and also supplant the existing
work measurement system.^ Basically the following conditions exist:




items in the Naval bhore Establishment.
^U. fc. Jiavy Kegulations , U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C, 1948, p. 51, kec. 0^55.5.
l^LCDh j bn H, Daniels, "Controlled .Maintenance in the 11th I. D."
Paper read before meeting of iwalntenance directors of Last Coast District
Public Viorks Organizations, Philadelphia, July 1950.
.
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2, he do not actually have a standard ert&Hiehed as to what it
should cost.
3. **e have developed no techniques for spot testing management in-
dices developed through our management programs.
4* &e have no systematic procedure developed for the accumulation
of beneficial engineering statistics.
*
5. There has been no method developed for the integration of man-
agement improvement programs recommendations into the budget formula-
tion program,
-ffeetive manage&ent must render decisions on a conceptual basis giving
due consideration to all tne factors outlined above. The inevitable conclusion
is that there is need for a single coordinated system to determine the funding
and/or staffing requirements for the maintenance and operation or the shore
establishment* The objective of an integrated system for the evaluation of the
maintenance and operation of public works and public utilities of the Navj U to
enable the interested Bureaus to see and understand the results in fairly simple
terms, in the development of such a system it is the contention of the author
that the presently established accounting system of the Navy cannot meet the
requlrenents of a modern management minded Bureau. Certainly accounting cannot
provide for:
a) Betting the optimum objectives of bureau programs.
b) Instigate action tc attain objectives.
c) Measure effectiveness of programs and areas for revision toward
increased efficiency.
The major contributions desired of an integrated system is that it fosters the
conceptual skill in decision making.
effective management control unfortunately is not a commonplace fact in
the maintenance and operation of public works and public utilities in the shore









haste to add, that effective control is not oxercifed because under our present
operating concept it is not a necessity. Appropriations are received not as a
result of operating results, but in recognition of the established role of an
activity in the overall picture. As a consequence some activities are similar
to a business in a rapidly expanding market, bales come quickly without much
effort, margins are wide, and the market is a "cream" rather than a "skimmed"
milk affair. In the military establishment when "hard times" do come the proc-
ess is one of retrenchment across the board usually on a common percentage cut
or "meat ax" approach. There therefore is no particular incentive for the close
control concept by local management when they are likely to be hit Just as hard
as the man who is not operating efficiently and who has a "lot of fat" that can
be cut*
It would be a gross injustice to our responsible officers to leave the
impression that they are not concerned with performing an effective job. They
are victims of a budgetary system that does not recognize the differentials of
management efficiency. Worst of all it is a system that holds out nothing but
condemnation for failure, with no yositj-ve awards and recognition for top nian-
agement performance. A comton case in the ndlitary establishment is the situa-
tion where our management seeks to exercise control but does an ineffective job.
It is often the practice to collect figures in great detail on operations under
the illusion that the existence of reams of data gives control. Unfortunately
we have inadequate standards with which to compare the data. The work measure-
ment system is better than nothing, but it depends too much on historical data,
and the development of an average.
The bureau of lards and Docks by establishing and placing emphasis on an
integrated system for facility management recognizes and attempts to fulfil its
1.
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technical responsibility in that area. The role of BuDocks is a staff one. Not
insignificant to the success of this role is the necessity of fulfilling the
service demands of the other management bureaus, historically in every instance
that BuDocks has failed in this regard the other bureaus do not hesitate to
provide theis. own organizational units to provide the same functions. This
leads only to duplication, uneconomical operation and the adoption of a wide
variety of forms, procedures, techniques and standards. It has also led through
the years to the usurption by default of some of BuDocks functions* The inte-
grated system must provide management data taat is (l) current, (2) eas; to
interpret, (3) readily applied.
The broad objectives of the management improvement programs are as
follows:
1* Definition of problem areas.
2. Conservation of senior officer time by management by exception.
3* Increased worker morale.
A* Improved work output both as to quality and quantity.
The variety of management reports that are a part of the programs presently
developed can significantly contribute to the attainment of these objectives.
They are only guides and aides however and pist be supplemented by other sources
of information. If this ^oint is not clearly realized then instead of achieving
desirable goals we will contribute to inefficiency by:
a) Concealing and worsening problem areas.
b) wasting time of top management.
c) Accumulating a mass of useless data.
d) Creating worker discontent.
e) Decreasing output and quality of -fork.

f)
i-stablishing animosity, lack of cooperal icn between activity de-
partments and Bureaus.
g) influence foremen to misrepresent operating data.
In discussing the "ideal" program for an integrated management system
with various individuals in the bureau of Yards anc Docks I have been impressed
with the apparent belief that exists with many people that all ranagement prob-
,ems can be distilled down into one factor n JL*» The study for an integrated re-
porting system is even referred to as "Iroject lw . w It is true that most well
organized businesses have a single key figure which by itself reflects the
over-all position of the business with remarkable exactness".^ in these cases
however the key figure is usually ferreted out through investigation of the
contributions made through various interrelationships in the organization. At-
tainment of improvement is achieved through the intelligent analysis of the
contributing factors. The moving average trend of a key index figure can be-
come an essential part of the bjlpfher management control method but it is dan-
gerous to rely on any one single index of efficiency. There are many methods of
measuring efficiency. The basic approach is:
1. dumber of units completed or produced.
- related to -
2. Time in man hours to accomplish
•
A good index figure is not necessarily good managei ent. This is especially
true in the field of facilities management. Here a fundamental question is not
only cost, but also what is the condition of the facilities, bhould the money
have been spent in the first place? is the installation being over or under
13t. G. hose and Donald K. Farr, Higher ^ana^ement Control . (McGraw-
Hill, 1957), p. 76.

umaintained? Any integrated system for public works management in the Bavy must
provide for the considered review of management in regard to;
a) Facilities condition.
b) Inventory levels,
c) intent of "special" projects for maintenance support.^
d) The "true" trend of maintenance costs and overhead,
-bvery activity wants to look good. A system to be integrated must be balanced.
There is no real gain if in attempting to achieve a favorable index rating an
activity acts in a manner to impair real efficiency. The words of William Forte
whyte are appropo in this instance:
For all the attention some managements may give them today, workers
are still at the bottom of the industrial pyramid. They are the only
people in the production organization who receive orders and who have
no one below them to whom they can give orders. Management is con-
stantly originating activity for them. In many cases they have little
opportunity to originate back to management. In or outside of indus-
try, when this one-sided origination situation exists, we find the
people in the bottom position developing some resentment against the
people who are always originating for them. Consciously or uncon-
sciously they build up a self-defense organization to resist the
changes that management is imposing.
In effect, workers are trying to achieve some control over their
jobs and over their own fate in the department. They are trying to
work at a pace comfortable for them instead of one imposed by man-
agement. They try to build up a stable production situation on the
assumption that if production is stable management will not be able
to press for more production. If the worker put out 150 units yester-
day and puts out only 100 today, he feais that the foreman will want
to know why he is not putting out 150 every day. To protect himself
against such pressures he prefers to put out 125 regularly, or, still
better, he would like to produce 150 when conditions are right and he
feels like producing but only turn in for credit 125 units and keep
the other 25 in a "bank" where they can be pulled out for credit on a
day when he has made only 100,
As we have seen . . . the workers get satisfaction out of
l^As used herein the author defines special projects as those which
provide for the correction of a maintenance deficiency but which are not fi-
nanced from the stations regular t & allotment.
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taking conspicuous leisure. They work hard to reach their quota, but
then take the time gained to flaunt their independence of management
pressures. These pressures will be felt as long as activity is orig-
inated primarily, and almost exclusively, downward upon the workers.15
The Bureau of Sards and Docks must give the utmost emphasis to the lim-
itations of the operating indices which will be a part of an integrated system.
This is a mat>s education task. All members of the Civil Engineer Corps must
develop the proper perspective and it nut then be transmitted through out the
Jiavy bhore Establishment, if this is not done the program will fail. <anage-
ment bureaus will have no faith in the data developed. Drucker in discussing
the practice of management stated:
Mor is it enough to find the right answer. More important and more
difficult is to make effective the course of action decided upon. Man-
agement is not concerned with knowledge for its own sake; it is concern-
ed with performance. Nothing is aa useless therefore as the right
answer that disappears in the filing cabinet or the right solution that
is quietly sabotaged by the people who have to make it effective. And
one of the most crucial jobs in the entire decision making process is
to assume that decisions reached in various paits of the business and
on various levels of management are compatible with each other and
consonant with the goal of the whole business.^
It is perhaps important at this point to clarify the position of the author* I
am not opposed to the need for the bureau of Yards and Decks to aggressively
develop and implement the type of system that has been described. Un the con-
trary there would probably be more justifiable criticism on the heavy emphasis
and single minded belief that I have that oniy by tuch a program can the Bureau
attain its rightful status and fulfil its assigned role. The problems that are
anticipated are not due to the system. The methods of computation and the fac-
15'ftiiiiani JTorte Vihyte, i^oney and motivation f (fi. I. Harper and Bros.,
1955), p. 234.




tors involved are capable of definition and resolui ion. The difficulty la that
management may misuse and negate any inherent value. Indices are not capable of
dictating action without the aid of judgment or careful weighing of inioimation
obtained from varied sources. It is important to know that:
The integrated management system cannot :
1. Make management decisions - these must still be made by man-
agement •
2. rrovide judgment - decisions are still based on judgment.
3. £y themselves make a decision effective.
The integrated management system can :
1. bight objectives for management areas.
2. Assist in establishment of operating rules*
3. Help in segregating problem areas,
4. Be potent means for making the wrong decision.
ihis matter of making the wrong decision on the basis of collected fig-
ures is the horrible consequence of "management mis-managing". It is necessary
to measure the iipportant aspect of reality . Efficiency is not an item. It is
a whole "equation". For example assume that the "efficiency equation" comprises
certain factors in a relationship such as the following:
Cost: quality as Production: Backlog
toe do not increase efficiency by improving only a factor that shows the rela-
tionship between two variables, say cost and production. This could look favor-
able while actions in regard to quality and backlog actually drag down true











THE MANAGER MUST INSURE THAT THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM IS NOT
A POTENT INSTRUMENT FOR MAKING THE WRONG DECISION
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ClfcT OF SfiJffiQJe *®J TtiL g&Sftg IVU: 10INT
The break-even point in management improvement program is that point
where the maintenance of control requires the expenditure of eo much money that
the benefits of control are consumed by the cost of securing it. The following
story illustrates this point:
Let us suppose that 1 am the owner of a cor* The purpose of a cow
is to produce milk. If you turn the creature into a pasture and allow
her to eat grass she will ..reduce many quarts of lacteal fluid. The
process consists of eating grass, transmuting it into milk, removing
the milk from the udder. However, you are infected with the system
disease, xou cease to be interested in milk, icu hire inspectors to
count the number and measure the height of the blades of grass eaten
by your cow. Xou count the number of steps she takes in the pasture.
You time the number of occasions upon which she looks over the fence,
and test the volume of sound produced when she moos. Then you employ
a bookkeeper to record these items, and various persons to uake out
forms for the guidance of the bookkeeper. At the end of the year you
have a vast and entertaining volume of information, but you have
added so greatly to the cost of your operation by systematizing in
this manner that you lose money on every quart of milk you sell.
This, of course is exceedingly modern and in accord with business
practice, but you find yourself compelled to sell your cow to pay
your overhead .^7
In consideration of the inherent values and shortcomings that have been dis-
cussed it may be possible to outline a procedure recommended for BuDocks level
in the formulation of the program details.
^Author unknown quoted from harry Hansen, Marketing : Text Cases and
headings f (Irwin, 1956) p. 498.
•
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THE MATTER OF MAKING THE WRONG
DECISION ON THE BASIS OF COLLECTED FIGURES
IS THE HORRIBLE CONSEQUENCE OF
"MANAGEMENT MISMANAGING".




^OIjEDaTIuN OF ITOKQEI CODE UD EXP1 KDITUEE ACCOUNTS
One of the short comings of management improvement programs is that in
their quest for broad program objectives they overlook certain basic and funda-
mental administrative deficiencies. Efficiency is a relative term. When you
speak of improvements achieved it is in relation to the results of another
period. The difficulty is that it is not possible from our present expenditure
accounts to determine how much money we did 3pend in the maintenance and opera-
tion of public works and public utilities to the extent required for management
improvement programs at the activity - Bureau level.* This is an untenable
situation. The time finally comes when you have to prove the case . Until this
is accomplished a specific segment of our management grou^ will continue to
doubt the worth of such programs.
As a result of the present deficiencies many Bureaus have set up a du-
plicate Bystem of accounting. Examples of this are found in the Bureau of
Aeronautics and the system in use by the Marine Corps. ^ Due to the fact that
the expenditure accounts often reflect an odd accumulation of costs under the
same heading, they are not directly adaptable for management use. The "manage-
ment reporting systems" which have been adopted in most instances would require
Office of the Comptroller, Department of the i*avy, flaw Comptroller
Manual
,
NAVEAOb i>1000, (Washington, D. C., 26 Feb. 1957) vol. 2, chap, U.
2U. £>. Marine Corps, wuarterlv Maintenance Cost and Man-Hour I-e^orl.




posting to a six or seven digit account number to * ccuinulate the information
desired under the expenditure accounts. The maintenance and control program
of the Bureau of Yards and Docks in similar fashion was required to adopt a
supplemental management reporting system. In this case it was necessary to
provide stat4stics by work centers (shops). It was concerned with individual
jobs and related these jobs to specific shops. Although the accumulation and
processing of the cost data was not processed through the N1A0 it was necessary
to call upon the services of local district machine accounting activities. In
the early days of the programs the results were not exactly ideal. Management
programe took end still take a definite secondary role. The situation reached
the state where it required the rather drastic action of an instruction from
the Comptroller of the Navy to all Bureaus. Pertinent excerpts are as follows:
Usponsibility of dependent activitias. It is the responsibility
of official accounting activities tc acmply ^ith accounting instruc-
tions issued by appropriate authority. Official accounting activities
also are expected to comply with all reasonable requests of dependent
activities for further accounting and the fuj nishing of reports . . .
• . . and issue appropriate instructions in the premises tc
all activities under its management control. The instructions should
include the proviso that problems concerning accounting services which
cannot be resolved locally will be transmitted through management
channels to the respective bureaus for solution. This office does not
desire to arbitrate these matters as a general rule; therefore, only
those cases wherein exhaustive efforts to compromise on the part of
the respective management bureaus have proved to no avail will be
transmitted tc this office for decision. In this connection activi-
ties performing accounting shall be prohibited from refusing to per-
form reasonable services for dependent activities solely on the basis
of lack of personnel or facilities without the prior approval of the
management bureau of the accounting activity.
3
This has resulted in a great improvement in this support area but the entire
field of management reporting versus the "cost reporting" of the expenditure
3u. B. Navy, Comptroller of the Wavy, Official Accounting Activities:
Maintenance of Accounts and Preparation of Fiscal and helated Management Reports
for Dependent Activities
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account system is a wide open field. It is ripe f'cr a detailed study which is
beyond the limitations of this paper
•
On H Jtfarch 1955 the Department of Defense introduced an instruction
establishing uniform facility classes and construction categories together with
a numerical oeode for use in identification and clatsification of real property.
4
This code was at the three-digit number level. The bureau of Yards and
Docks was assigned the responsibility by the Secretary of the Navy for estab-
lishing and issuing a more detailed breakdown of the categories ,5 This required
the use of additional digits and descriptions for internal use within the
Department of the Navy. It was clearly demcnstiated that the same coding and
nomenclature should exist from the planning and construction through account-
ability, maintenance and eventual survey and disposal. The chart on page 52
illustrates this concept. On 1 February 1957 the lureau of Yards and Docks by
buDocka instruction 11011.27, Category Codes for Classifying Keal Property of
the Navy, promulgated a series of five digit category codes for classifying
real property of the Navy. The five digit category codes included in this in-
struction are to be used in all programs and systers in the Navy requiring the
classification of real property as follows:
a. They shall be used in the inventory of real property (plant ac-
count) when and as directed by the Comptroller of the Navy.
b. They shall be used in facilities planning for peacetime and «o-
bilization purposes when and as directed by competent authority.
c. They shall be used by field construction agencies of the Bureau
of Yards and Docks (District Public ftorks Officers, Area Public Works
^Depaitment of Defense, Department of Defense facility Classes and Con-
MlBBm&m Categories, DOD Instruction 4165.3, i*arch 11, 1955.
5U^N, Secretary of the Navy, Department of Defense Facility Classes and
CpftBtrucUop Categorfcg > b*£NaV Instruction 11011.6, 21 Mar. 1955.
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Officers and Directors of Overseas Divisions) in the execution of de-
sign and construction of the i^ilitary Construction Program when and
as directed by the Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
The havy codes essentially are a refinement of the following facility class
codes:
100 operational and training facilities*
200 maintenance and production facilities*
300 Research, development and test facilities
400 supply facilities*
500 hospital and medical facilities.
600 administrative facilities.
700 housing and community facilities*
800 utilities and ground improvements.
900 real estate.
For example under:
• 100 operational and training facilities.
• the category group 110 would be Airfield Pavements*
- the basic code HI would be Airfield Pavements Foinways*
• the flavy code 11110 would be a l-unway.
11120 M M Helicopter lending Pad.
etc.
The problem of the present system arises from the inability of the ex-
penditure accounts to represent specific facilities* For instance the present
expenditure account No. 445H which provides for the charges for maintenance of
airfield pavements, concrete, reads as follows:
44511 Airfield Pavements Concrete
The pay of civilian labor and the cost of supplies and service used
in the maintenance of runways, landing strips, helicopter landing
strips, LTA landing mats, UT0 pads, taxiways, maintenance aprons, park-
ing aprons, access aprons, operational aprons, working spaces adjacent
to hangers, and all other miscellaneous airfield pavements such as air-
craft washracks, compass swing bases and seaplane ramps, ivxclude
cleaning and snow removal.
From this it is apparent that it is not possible to obtain the cost of main-
taining runways by dividing the total charges against account no. 44511 by the
number of square yards of runways shown on the iiavy inventory code 11110. In
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fact it 1* even more complicated by the fact thst :'n many instances management
requires additional breakdown such as:
a* Type of runv.ay: asphalt or concrete.
b. Type of building: permanent or temporary,
borne people maintain that the broad
,
unit costs which can be derived from the
present expenditure accounts are all that is required. This is true j£ the ob-
jective is to manage the entire Navy as a unit. In order to compare the Navy
to the other branches however, it would still be necessary to provide a uniform
Department of Defense system for classifying the inventory items that are com-
parable to the expenditure accounts and one thet is used by all the services.
The actual expenditure; involved in the management of facilities takes place
at the station level, it is desired to develop standards that can be used for
the achievement of efficiency and a realistic approach to budgeting. The ex-
penditure accounts should be in sufficient detail to achieve this end. The
management program in addition should have a "built-in" mechanism to consolidate
or refine the expenditure accounts as cost experience is accumulated.
Kecognition of the general problem led to a request by the Chief of
Civil Lngineere to the Comptroller of the Navy, for the establishment of a
panel to devise ways and means of obtaining maintenance costing which is com-
patible with the inventory and construction program,^ As a result the author
was privileged to be named to the panel for the necessary study. The panel
interpreted its mission to be:
a. The development of cost classifications for the maintenance of
class I and II real property the the end that
1. They would integrate with the Navy category codes (5
6fce© page iii of Appendix.
,
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digit numbers used for inventorying Navy Leal Property as es-
tablished by Bubocks instruction 11011,27 of 1 February 1957).
2. They vould accumulate costs by comparable facilities.
3. They would contribute to the development of standard
maintenance costs as a part of a funding and evaluation system
to be later developed.
b. The development of cost classifications for other maintenance op-
erations a^nd services performed by public works departments or equivalent
organizations in the Navy, including overhead accounts. The degree of
detail in which these cost classifications will be established and their
relationship to certain MVCU.fT cost affounting hand books has not been
resolved to date. The various factors bearing on this aspect of the
problem will be discussed in a later chapter.
The ideal situation would be to have exactly the same number representing the
inventory item and the expenditure account. If this was possible expenditure
account no. AA11110 would represent i aintenance of a runway. The LJk represent-
ing the maintenance expenditure series and the 111^.0 representing the runway
(exactly the same as the inventory item). Note that this requires a seven
digit account number. NaVCOkt-T advises that the NaVCG«1P form 632 basic punch
card (see page ) for the Navy Central Fiscal and Accounting heport System
does not have room for expansion of the expenditure account number to mere than
its ^resent five digits .7 On this basis therefore any development must be
within a five digit system. V«hile it is true that some manipulation may be
possible to save a number, an additional problem arises when it is desired to
differentiate between types of material used in construction. The permanency
of construction must also be considered. This leads to the advisability of
simpl„ resorting to a series of numbers that will "match" by means of a con-
version table. The necessity for doing this is to be deplored, it is the only
practical expedient considering the amount of confusion and inordinate amount
^Telephone interview by Oscar idghtner with Ben Dozier, Head Central
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of record changing that would result if the inventory class codes were changed.
It does illuttiate the danger of starting a program such as the inventory of
real property without clearly following through on the "big picture". The re-
sults of the panel's work to date are a part of this report.
°




The compatibility of the expenditure account system^- u nd the inventory
of class I and II items2 of the iiavy Shore Establishment as formulated by the
working panel may be expressed as the first stage of the development procedure
for an integrated management system. It appears tiiat from such a system could
evolve a uniform method for synthesizing data and determining the staffing and
funding requirements for the adequate maintenance end operation of the Shore
establishment • A complete list of the elements for the program development
would bex
1. Correlate inventory of all class I and II items of the «avy
Shore Establishment with expenditure account classifications*
2. Make a complete inventory of existing accounting and management
reports used by all divisions of the Bureau. Determine exactly what
they do and do not reveal. Who uses them. Who should use them. Who
gets them. Who should get them. This also requires the determination
of the relationship of decision making to functional areas. Whet data
is required. How is this supplied from existing sources. frhat sup-
plement information is necessary. Let us be critical in our self
analysis.
3. Develop non-fiscal accounting scuroes and channels for facili-
ties management data through the medium of the District Public Works
organizations.
This information is required for Navy Wide facilities management deci-
sion making.
3-Navy Comptroller iuanual, loc . cift .




U» Organize within BuDocks to permit integrated administration,
5. Obtain the support of SLCMV through a wBCIwlV directive requir-
ing integrated facilities management.
kMIX^lb OF mfcTIIC taBOBIS
'
It has been previously mentioned that the annual inspection summary re-
port which BuDocks utilizes to fulfil its responsibilities concerning special-
ized and professional guidance for public works and ^ublic utilities has lost a
real measure of meaning as a management tool. On the other hand the inspection
for maintenance for public works and public utilities as covered by iuVBGCKS
technical publication TB-31 constitutes a valuable portion of the continuous
inspection phase of the control maintenance program* One reason that the annual
inspection summary report has lost any import ia due to the fact that the sum-
maries are not requests for funds. Funds to correct the deficiencies indicated
are requested, where necessary, in accordance with applicable directives issued
by the various Bureaus and offices of the Havy Department, The real attention
by management is paid to the special requests for funds for major non-recurring
maintenance items.
The existing condition suggests the value of a single facility program
manual for the information and guidance of the itevy Shore Bstablishment. It
i6 intended that this program including the same procedures, forms, etc. will
be adopted Havy wide for the use of all i-ianagenient Bureaus and the Marine Corps.
The existing annual inspection summary (report xiuDocks 11012-1) will be can-
celled,
A new report titled Facility Brogram heport will be established to pro-
vide information to the cognizant Management Bureau or its field representative
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and to employ the technical assistance of the hureru of lards and Docks* It is
part of an integrated system of facilities Management in that it:
1. Outlines deficiencies in existing building, structures or facil-
ities.
2. includes a facility condition rating.
3
3* irovides ndlitszy commands with information on the fiscal con-
dition cf an activity as a result of the coordinated procedures of
the controlled Kiaintenance programs.
4. Irovidet. information and guidance in budgeting and obtaining
Bureau funds for various facility programs for specifically corre-
lated maintenance end improvement projects to the ability of the ac-
tivity to support out of its regular maintenance forces and allot-
ment* (As indicated by the amount of deferred maintenance >.
The report will be composed of the following major elements:
a. Management Report Ho, 3 cf the Controlled Maintenance Program.
b. A plant equipment program.
c. A major non recurring maintenance program.
d. A minor new construction and improvement program.
e. A facility conditions rating.
f
•
A consolidated priority list.
The details for the present preparation and submission of Management
Keport No. 3 is covered in WkWQGS& technical publication IP-33 HUMEMklQI
wUwUiLi^T Of PUBLIC UTXLxTiiui. Basically this report is designed to:
1, Inform management of the necessity to rearrange, increase, or
decrease the shop forces.
2. Indicate the extent of current and forthcoming authorized work
in relation to the availability of on board manpower to absorb the
load.
This report is prepared weekly at the local activity level. The cog-
3£ee pag6 79 for details of "facility condition rating 11 .
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nizant District rublic Viiorks Officer reviews and arialyzes the report monthly,
quarterly tho DPHfl will average each ite^ of the repoit for trie proceeding three
months and forward to the Jbureau of lards and Docks an average report plus a
copy of the last report received and a copy of the quart rly deferred backlog
statement. *
The quarterly deferred backlog statement lists the estimated dollar cost
of all items of deferred maintenance of class 2 and 3 property. This informa-
tion is obtainable from the suspense file of the inspection records system of
the control maintenance program, it includes the estimated costs of correcting
all substandard conditions reported but for which funds are not available*
Included are maintenance projects for which funds have been requested from the
parent management bureau but which have not been authorized. The estimated costs
of deferred maintenance for class 2 property is summarized by the category codes
for classifying real property of the Navy. It will be remembered that by a
previous study^ a system was developed whereby these codes will be made com-
patible with the expenditure account system. The ^resent deficiency is that a
list such as the following does not have any particular management value for
control at the Buyeau/^gUTJrty level.
DOD
Facility
ClfrSS liilfi Pyforred, tef43<ftMeBt
100 Operating and Training Facilities
200 -iaintenance and Production Facilities 36,390
300 Research and Test Facilities
400 Supply Facilities
500 Hospital and Medical Facilities
600 Administrative Facilities
700 Housing and Community Facilities 680,225 19,655
800 Utility and Ground Improvements 1,531,990 173,360
900 Class III Property 35 f850 j.
2,284,455 193,015
4fvefer to page 53.
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The information presently submitted with management report no. 3 may be
helpful at bureau/DQD level to represent a total deferred maintenance for gen-
eral information at Congressional hearings, in order to avoid duplication and
permit widest management application however, it whould be revised to include
the list of the specie projects and the estimated cost by project.
The timing of the submissions will be such that the last quarterly re-
port will arrive in buDocks so as to permit processing to the cognizant man-
agement bureau on or before 1 Feb. This last quarterly report will also con-
tain individual description and justification sheets. 5 Once a detailed descrip-
tion and justification sheet has been submitted it will not be necessary to re-
submit this data* The exception would be if the scope or the estimated cost of
the project had changed in the interim period. In the meantime the listing of
the project title and estimated cost on the consolidated priority list will be
sufficient. The proper development of an adequate facility program reporting
system can correlate the following factors:
1. Condition of facilities.
2. Capabilities of station shop forces.
3. Local priority given to maintenance versus "capital improve-
ments "•
It is considered to be of vital importance to establish an independent role for
the maintenance requirements of an activity. The requests for major non-recur-
ring maintenance items should not be a catch all for poor management* It is
time to require the application of "maintenance planning" to eliminate major
progressive deterioration, at the same time that adequate maintenance forces are





A year ago there would have been justification for believing, that such
a program was* impossible. The author's experience with the implementation of
the controlled maintenance program in the Uth iiaval District had revealed the
juxtaposition of the Bureau of Yards and Locks with the other Bureaus led to
varying degrees of interest and support. A recent instruction of the Secretary
of the Navy with Wavy wide distribution in the Bureaus and activities cf the
Shore Establishment has completely altered the outlook* Pertinent quotes from
this document are as follows:
The only present means to partially close the gap between fund re-
quirements and fund availability is improved management to insure full-
est utilization of manpower and material. The way lies in the wide
acceptance and more complete utilization of the Navy's maintenance
Management Program. - - -
Management bureaus and offices will accelerate the adoption of the
procedures - - - to the fullest extent possible and will require activ-
ities with public works type functions to submit management reports to
the Bureau of lards and Docks via the cognizant director of the Bureau
of Yards and Docks Overseas Divialons. District Public V-orks Officer
or the Area, Public >.orks Offjqer.
- - - District and area public works officers will conduct staff
visits as required to shore activities with public works type functions
to assist in the adoption of procedures. - - -6
The possibility for the complete development and utilization of the
b^CMV directive in an integrated program is startingly clear. It is the per-
fect medium for developing the non-fiscal accounting services and channels via
the District Public Works organizations. It is here that something besides
forms and figures can be provided, houtine reporting fills file cabinets.
6UbN, Secretary of the Navy, maintenance ...anagement of rublic Works and
Public Utilities





















advisory reporting gets action. A control techniaue should be dynamic and alive
to sustain interest. This requires the definite establishment of a particular
relationship between the D1W0 and activities. In some cases it requires a
change in relationship. This is particularly true of Marine Corps activities.
The objective*is the development of realistic practical management information.
It is not a ^olice action based on recriminations and explanations. This is a
process of learning • and greatest deficiency "knowledge-wise" exists at the
levels of management removed from the station activity* Following are some
interesting comments concerning retention of control. They concern the sphere
of commercial and industrial enterprise. It is not difficult to make an inter-
esting correlation in the ditcourse to li&ry management problems*
Small company managers are understandably concerned over the prob-
lem of keeping "control" of their firms. In an effort to achieve this
objective, they are frequently reluctant to bring outsiders into man-
agement* borne are hesitant to release anything but the most general
information about their firms and are especially secretive about fi-
nancial data. It is with good reason that many small concerns are re-
ferred to as "closed corporations".
Such a negative and hostile attitude toward outside interest seems
to be based on fear - the owner-iuanager often seems to feel that he
can maintain full authority unchallenged only if no outsider has in-
formation en company affairs, ^any small businessmen fear that out-
side interests once given a toe hold, will attempt to seize control,
probably with the aim of pursuing shortsighted or poorly conceived
policies, detrimental to company v;ell-being. Some small company man-
agers can cite examples of this kind of thing, to prove a tangible
foundation for their fears.
In some cases studied, however, where precautions against outside
interference has been most rigorously applied, loss of control by the
family or management group had resulted. Paradoxically, in other
small firms which operated more on an "open door" policy, inviting
outsiders to share in both management and owner-ship, the original
leader had remained firmly entrenched. In 6uch cases management went
on the assumption that control is more than a product of secrecy and
100% stock ownership. They believed that in the long run a management
strays in power only if it can provide a strong and effective teas
manned by the best executives available without limitations of family
affiliation or ownership. Control, from this point of view does not




means maintaining a well administered operation which commands the re-
spect and support of all ownership groups and the public, strange as
it may seem, when management is willing to giv* up some elements of
control, it often strengthens its position of leadership and improves
the firm's chances for profitable operation.
?
An integrated facilities program of the Bureau of Yards and Docks in
relation to tie other management bureaus is not a matter of usurption of con-
trol, it is the desire for an opportunity to give service. The integrated
program or system is the device or mechanism involved,
hemember that it is not possible to devise a system that represents
total reality. Management must manage and it cannot be replaced by rows of
fancy figures. The task of the bureau of lards and Docks is to build useful-
ness into the integrated program. The balanced program eliminates any illusion
of 100% accuracy, Bven now there is a tendency toward reports that are too
narrow in scope.
When the incoming figures have immediate sifniflcance where it is
not necessary to wait and see what they mean, there is every incen-
tive for you to be on your feet using foresight rather than on your
tail using hind sight. Management can move - and move fast • before
things happen, not after #8
In determining what data is required to permit decision making in spe-
cific functional areas it is necessary to point out that we are speaking of a
concept that is broader in scope than the Controlled Maintenance Program, The
integrated system deals with all of the public works management. The Cat? is
concerned only with the maintenance shops or work centers. If it is accepted
7C. Koland Christensen, Management Succession in Small and Growing
(Boston, Division of hesearch, Harvard Business School, 1953 )»
pages 215-216.
Sired V. Gardner, "Break Bven Point Gontrol for High Profits, Harvard
Bugjlness, Kevjew, (Sept. - Get. 54), p. 130.
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that the primary mission of the public works department is the maintenance and
operation of facilities then it is possible to adopt an industrial abroach of
production and overhead. Prime costs would be represented by the maintenance
shops and the utilities operations. Overhead costs would be the design and
administrative functions. Budgeted standards for these categories could be
made as a fixed percentage of a maintenance workload factor based upon;
1. Mimber of shop personnel.
2. Service requirement support to other commands*
3. Size of activity (present or approved for future planning. This
is a point of significance since the major effort of some design depart-
ments may be devoted to unrealistic planning that has no possibility
of realization. The complement may also serve to duplicate service sup-
port available from the DJWO).
In so far as practical these functions should be completely integrated
into the revised expenditure accounts. In fact there is no reason they cannot
be treated similar to class I and II items, i.e. Inventoried as to size, type
and composition and related to a budget (operation) standard. This data to be
treated similar to a plant account card with requirements for revisions, up-
dating, etc. as required. This would have the advantages of:
1, Better control of "indirect overhead costs".
2. Permit a consistent budget procedure.
SUPPOKT OF aJg,CMV AiJD DUD
It is true that the installation of an integrated program for facilities
management requires the publicly expressed support of the Secretary of the tfavy.
9This point may tend to be confusing since there are overhead costs
within the maintenance shop and utility operations. Perhaps it would be better
to consider the overhead in the shops as direct overhead and costs associated
with design, administration et al. as indirect overhead.
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The reason for this should be apparent from the previous discussion on the man-
agement Bureau relationships.-^ It is not so well known however that such a
program would be welcomed with "open arms" not only by the Secretary of the Navy
but by the Department of Defense.
The reception that a well developed program would receive is indicated
by following excerpts from a letter F. A. Bantz, the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (material) to the Honorable Clarence Cannon, Chairman, House Appropriation
Committee, (entire transcript contained in appendix page 112.
• ... 1 recognize, as do all others involved in the complex prob-
lem of developing and maintaining an adequate shore establishment, that
our procedures have not been entirely adequate.
.... The problem areas .... will take time to correct and
will require a continuing effort over a period of years.
.... Integrated System of Facility Management. N have had un-
der development for some tiire the Integrated System of Facility Man-
agement. This involves tying together policies, practices, and proce-
dures for all aspects of facility management running from conception
to disposal of facilities. Backed up by the extensive use of the most
modern mechanized techniques for data processing and analysis, this
system utilizes the principle of applying a common cataloging nomen-
clature to all aspects of facility management — planning, program-
ing, budgeting, construction, maintenance, and disposal.
It is interesting to note that the present concept of an integrated
system is apparently restricted to the aspect of a common cataloging nomencla-
ture. This is only the start of an effective management program. The other
features of a complete program which have been previously outlined^ are essen-
tial if we are to achieve more than an inventory list.
The complete integrated program is bound to come. If the Bureau of Yards
and Docks cannot furnish it then someone else will . It is a Bureau of Yards and
Docks responsibility by virtue of its assigned mission.




* Wmum OF UoGAHIZATIODl BSUtXOMBS
Owens^ points cut that in a small organization regardless of the legal
form, such as a partnership, or a corporation the owners may have continuous
personal contracts with the business and may orally convey information as to
the program of action in each situation as it develops, *»b i*~ oiganisati
grows in size, the owners will have difficulty in maintaining personal supervi-
sion over the employees in the day to day activities and will find it necessary
to employ other persons as supervisors. In time ether layers of supervision
may be necessary and the owners will be still further removed from production
in shop or office.
Complicated organizational structures develop and bureaucracy tonds to
take hold, staff functions are often required and complicated relationships
develop between the staff and line. In addition vertical and horizontal re-
lationships are built up*
Fayol2 maintains that "trees do not grow right up into the sky" and
corporate bodies have their limiting factors. For the tree it may be the in-
sufficient climbing power of the sap, while for the company it may be insuffi-
cient climbing power of the sap, while for the company it may be insufficient
ifcichard M. Owens, introduction to Business Policy f (111.: Kichard D,
Irwin, Inc., 1954).
2Henri Fayol, General and Industrial temarement (N. Y.j Pitman Publish-




managerial capacity. But also a measure of the strength of the tree may come
from its position in the forest. In the bureau of Yards and Docks it would be
the organization structure. The corporate body if likened to an animal has its
reflex responses which take place without immediate intervention on the ..art of
higher authority and without nervous or managerial activity the organism be-
comes one inert mass and quickly decays.
Dal«3 in his study on organization structure correlated the problems
involved with the number of employees in the organization. It is reasonable
to assume that the problems and missions of the Civil Engineer Corps have been
greatly increased as the size of the Navy and the Corps increased. At the end
of 1957 the Ck£ had approximately 835 regular officers on its rolls. The chart,
table no. 1, page , gives the Legular-Keserve active duty count en 12 differ-
ent dates in the 90 year history of the Gh£*
Certain recognized authorities consider the.t organization has its main
object coordination. Fayol considered that In every case the organization has
to carry out the following managerial duties.
1* insure plan is judiciously prepared and strictly carried out*
2. Human and material organization consistent with objectives*
3* Harmonize activities and coordinate efforts*
4* Set up a single competent energetic authority.
5* Formulate clear distinct and precise decisions.
6* M'ficient selection.
7* Define duties clearly.
8* Encourage liking for initiative and responsibility*
Ernest Dale, FUnning and Developing the Company Organization structure































UbM, CiX Bii^»^,n (NAVDUJKb P-2, vol. 12, no. 2, Feb. 1958), ^age 15.
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9. lair and suitable recompense*
10 o Sanctions vs. faults and errors*
11* Maintain discipline*
12* Subordinate individual interests to general*
13* Unity of command*
14* Supervise both material and human order*
15* Everything under control*
16* Fight against excels of regulations* red tape and paper control.?
£>uch is the mission of management by the personnel of the 6K« It was
simpler when there were only 7 officers on duty in 1867* It has become more
complex in keeping with the growth of the bureau of Yards and Docks to a more
important position of managerial responsibility and the related increase of
the number of officer personnel*
Good men will produce results with mediocre or even poor organiza-
tion, the human factor will triumph over well-nigh insuperable diffi-
culties, but good men and poor ships are better than poor men and good
ships* The ideal is good men with good ships* Able men in poor or-
ganization Is analogous to driving a motor car with the brake set*
V*ith a good engine it can be done, but at a pitiful waste*"
Two general principles that are to be kept in mind are:
1* The organization structure of a command should be as simple as
possible and the number of organizational unite should be kept at a
minimum*
5fayol, oja* clt .. page 53.
6U. S. ttaval Institute, ftaval Leadership iwith Some Hints to Junior
Officers and Others . Uth Edition ) , Annapolis, dryland*

n2. The organization structure should be sufficiently flexible to
meet new and changing conditions •?
Assignment of necessary functions:
1. Bvery necessary function must be provided for within the command
to insure accomplishment of its mission.
2. £%ery function of the command should be assigned to a specific
organizational unit* Under normal circumstances, no single function
should be assigned to more than one unit*
3* Functions that are closely related or similar normally should be
assigned to a single organizational unit*
U» Responsibilities of two or more units that are inter-related
should be clearly defined with respect to each unit, particularly as
to action and review responsibilities*
5. There should be no overlapping, duplication, or conflict between
organizational elements.
6. Functions should be assigned on such a basis as to minimize
cross-relations between units.
7* Bine functions should be separated from staff functions,
8o Functions should be assigned to promote balance, and avoid over*
emphasis of less important functions and underemphasis of more esssen-
tial functions.8
The chief executive job in every business except the very smallest
cannot properly be organized as the job of one man. It must be the job of
several men acting together. The kind of organization structure must consider
the type of work, that has to be performed. There are certain aspects which
are so clearly co-related by virtue of type or time considerations that they
obviously belong together. In addition the basic mission of the Bureau dic-
tates the emphasis that will be given to various activities in the organiza-
7TJbK Bureau of Naval Personnel, Organization Planning for %¥&! Units »
HkVkblb 18371, August 1955.
IslMd.

ntional structure. The frequent question that arises is, "why change an organi-
zation"? The following points are pertinent to this matter:
1. Analysis needed most when organization has been going for some-
time •
2. Especially when it has been doing well.
3. Important activities may be unprovided for or left hanging in
the air*
4* Functions once important have lost most of their meaning, but
continue to be organized as major activities.
5* Historically meaningful groupings no longer make sense, but are
obstacles*
6* Discover unnecessary activities that should be eliminated*
hesponsibility - not satisfaction - is the only thing that will serve.
T© perform, one has to be dissatisfied, to v;ant to do better.
If a bureau is to act as an exponent of a management program it must
be able to set itself up as an example* It cannot hope to encourage other
bureaus to adopt certain systems and procedures if it has not demonstrated
operational results at its own activities* Page is a graph showing the rel»
ative degree of implementation of the C^iP at "Civil Engineer Uavy" activities*
The Bureau of lards and Locks is faced with the embarrasing prospect of hrving
to use other activities in demonstrating the operation of this program*
Actually the concept of the conceptual outlook is completely lacking
in the management of Buttocks activities* There is no focal point within the
Bureau which -eflects on activity progress as a whole. Likewise there is no
point that the field activities could deal with directly for problem consoli-
dation* A common occurance is the development and agiessive presentation by
the Bureau of numerous projects and programs to the field without any indica-
tion of relative importance and priority, although the output is consistent in
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that It comes from the bureau it lacks the uniformity cf presentation that re-
flects a definite knowledge of the management capabilities of the field units
and the overajJ. demands made upon them. This is one area wherein BuDocks is
required to exercise a jftne, function. The staff relationship applicable to the
rest of the Sawy wlU not srpfluge VVP ^sj-red, resu^ftf for ^ff ftcttvjjUefi*
"Piece meal" management does not really manage at all* The management
responsibilities of the bureau should not become a secondary consideration in
relation to the technical aspects. An integrated management program requires
the pulling together of all the decision making aspects of management. It is
not logical to develop a consolidated management index without the organiza-
tional capabilities of utilizing it. It is true that in the past, the staff
role of the bureau of lards and Docks has far overwhelmed the management fea-
ture. The picture has changed. The
.
rincipai changes have been due to:
a. Decrease in war time construction role*
b. Increased emphasis on managemcnc programs.
c. Increased role of Public Works Centers in buDocks sphere of
maiA&geiuent*
A study of this general problem vaa made by the bureau in 1955 »^ At that tine
the idea of establishing a focal point of contact with which the various field
activities could deal directly with an all or a nag or portion of their problems
was not approved. Apparently the major disadvantages cited weres
1, Duplication of effort.
2. Personnel duplication.
9&ti, Bureau of lards and Docks, A btudv of the Problem of establishing
a Foaal Point of Control in Mocks to Exercise Maaafiwwrt Over its *'jeld Ac-
tivities
,
(%t. £ngr. Branch, 22 Aug. 1955).
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3. Conflicting lines of authority and responsibility.
U* blowing down of communications to the technical components.
5. The management role was not as important as the staff role.
6. The present system permits higher personnel grades.
All of the aforementioned points mifas the paramount issue that the Bureau of
lards and Docks is not performing an adequate management function for the CM
activities , it is like saying "don't paint tfeat wall you will get paint on the
paint brush." Actually it is recognized that the staff role of the Bureau will
always be the predominant one. it is not suggested that the entire Bureau be
reorganized and that the functional concept be abandoned. It is recommended,
however, that a management unit be established Tor CM activities. Instead of
a duplication of effort it can provide for a uniformity of administration and
a centralization of management controls. The centralization of effort need
not mean duplication of personnel, and conflicting line of authority and re-
sponsibility, what is required is rooting out of excess personnel from the
various niches and corners when it is determined that the real justification
for their position is the management support of the CM activities. It will be
necessary to transfer some personnel and to adopt a staff and line concept
within the BuDocks organization in so far as administration of CM activities
is concerned. In this concept the CM division would be the line.
Ho effort will be made to outline the specific type of organization
required but the author envisages an Assistant Chief of Bureau for GEI Field
Activities, wpecific delineation of the structure required should be the re-
sult of an independent and detailed ctudy.

GbkWLh u.
• FACILITY CGMDITIQB RATIM
All control, including that associated with facilities management, in-
volves the setting of a standard and the measurement of performance againi
t
this standard. Vshen there is a variance between a standard and actual perform-
ance, a first question is whether this variance is significant. The next ques-
tion is usually, what went wrong with performance? Unfortunately a significant
question that is appropriate at the t resent time is "what is wrong with the
standard"? Effective facilities management control may reveal poor execution
of job orders or indicate when estimating needs improvement. It does not,
however, always reveal the reasons for poor execution. For example, poor ex-
ecution may result from a number of factors:
1. Ignorance or misunderstanding of job objective.
2. Inherent organizational inability to perform tasks even when
they are understood*




The above reasons are not readily determined from control records.
The limitation of control records accentuates the need for personal
observation in any effective management role. There is a great deal of criti-
cism emunating from the field, at the present time, on this matter of inspec-
tions, I do not believe the value of the bureau's contact with tho field is
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questioned. It is rather the uncoordinated oatur© of the visits. It is per-
tinent to observe the programs that have the greatest drive and field support
behind them. They are those in which there has been close contact with the
Bureau Division concerned. It is always personal assistance which is called
into play in*the Bureau of lards and Docks when statistical controls have
failed to point to corrective areas. This is due to the very nature of our
organization, method and systems. The higher management echelon in the Bureau
often finds itself insulated in differint ways from the problems of lower man-
agement levels in the field.
There must exist for any management program a "koment of Truth" In
an integrated facilities management program this point arrives in considering
the actual condition of the facilities involved, Ratios or indices can vary
and vacillate depending on many influences other than deterioration. The
adequacy or inadequacy of workmanship requires an on-site observation.
It is considered therefore that a vital part of the integrated program
is the development of an annual on-site condition of facilities rating for
class I and II property, H. M, bchaeter of the ftavy inanagement Office proposed
a facility condition rating system for class II property that is worthy of
consideration. The main steps briefly are as follows:
1. Develop a simple numerical condition-rating scale,
2. List major features to be rated and th»ir relative importance,
on the basis of estimated percentages of total maintenance expendi-
tures or any other suitable criterion,
3. have an objective authority annually inspect each facility and
rate each major feature. Then, using the percentages refoiTed to in
the preceding paragraph as weighting factors, compute a rating for
the building as a whole*
4. Finally, combine the ratings for all facilities into an over-
all rating, using i,lant replacement values as weighting factors. *•
XW. tt. bchacter, A rroposed System for the Evaluation of Controlled
Maintenance in the Shore Lstablishment f (Wash.* USK Management Office, 20 June
56), page 13.

Pages 8k and 83 illustrate the application of tho facility rating system.
The Facility Condition hating has a direct relationship to three dis-
tinct factors:
1. The deferred maintenance backlog*
a. Specific projects and estimated costs for which addi-
tional funds are required.
2. The percent of productive hours of work force spent on emer-
gencies*
3. The shops backlog of work.
a* Project or job orders planned for, but not yet ace,
plished by 6hop forces.
The deferred maintenance backlog is an outgrowth of the continuous in-
spection phase of the controlled maintenance program. Theoretically the fa-
cility condition ratings should represent a numerical condition rating of the
deficiencies contained in the deferred maintenance backlog and u portion of
the shops backlog of work*
The deferred maintenance backlog also represents the Special Project^
(nonrecurring maintenance) requests. It appears that any decision relative to
financing special projects cr allocating funds for normal maintenance and op-
eration should consider the condition of the facilities. If an activity is
over-maintaining it suggests a reduction in funds. It would not be consistent
to support certain special project requests when at the same time the shop
work load indicates that the job could be performed by station forces.
Another point of interest is the percent of productive hours s^ent on
alterations and improvements. If this figure is abnormally high (recommended
range 8-12$) it indicates that an excessive amount of maintenance funds are
2lfoM, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Policies and Procedures Governing the
Submission of CiUi hepair Projects f Buttocks Instruction 11000.4E, 10 Feb. 1956.
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Note : Above figure* represent estimated percentages I ' tal . d i •
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2. Flooring .09
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being siphoned off.
The emphasis in the bchacter study had been on buildings. There li no
reason why the same concept cannot be applied to utilities maintenance and op-
eration. The day to day operating results and maintenance deficiencies in the
utility field* should come from the close coordination of the utility tan
and the continuous inspection phase of the controlled e.ain t^.nance program.
Actually the annual on-site condition inspection of utilities should be in the
form of a utilities conservation survey.^ The results of this etudy should be
correlated specifically to operating costs. If an improvement in operating
methods and procedures, or a change in equipment, etc. will achieve a saving
in operating costs then this data should be a fundamental part of the budgetary
procedure. Under the existing conditions the hureau of Yards and Docks 1*
claiming tremendous savings in utility operation hj virtue of the utilities
conservation rrogram, unfortunately these are "theoretical paper savings".
They will be achieved i£ certain action is taken by the local commands and the
management bureaus. The budgetary and financial program for an activity should
be reviewed with due consideration of the utility conservation survey recom-
mendations in so far as they apply to utility operation costs* Presently an
activity can continue in the mismanagement of utilities operation. As long as
they still requested about the same amount for utilities year after year the
budget would be approved as being "in line".
The Department of Defense has taken a broader view on the problems in
this general area intended to help answer questions such as:
1. $ith regard to a given type of facility and under specific cir-
cumstances, would it be more efficient to build permanent, semi-perma-
3Dept. of liavy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Utilities Ccnsereatlon Iro-
KraB purvey Gttj,fl,w> (Washington, D, C, 24 April 1957).
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nent or temporary structures?
2« Are our maintenance efforts being applied in the right area, at
the right time and in the right amount?
The answers to these questions require a continuous analysis of
maintenance repair levels on the basis of the various types of physical
property as defined and grouped in the inventory categories. Obtain-
ing an answer to the "level cf maintenance being maintained" question
alone, would to some extent indicate the effectiveness of the handling
of real property. Much of the information gained in the analysis of
maintenance repair levels (when coupled with the certain monetary
evaluations) could contribute immeasurably to decisions in both the
construction and disposal areas. • . •
• • • • One notable »ap in the total picture - i.e. consideration
gf the extent of the TXS9 91 Ull In the frfiiflteBflflge level Pf 9ftgh
category pf arWerty*
Thus we can see that it yould be necessary to devise a method of
ghystaai ftpfldlUofl reWviM Of SVfllUflt: to flefiyjdj sqcfo informaUoB
by type of property ppd type of BBatatt&ittLi £nlqrabiy tfrie re-
porting would revolve around three elements:
I 1. A base permanency index. - A numerical percentage to indicate
* the relative base permanency of each base on the latest 10 year plan,
in view of the current and long-range possibilities of use of the
base as an operating location.
2. A suitability index. - Also a numerical index, representing a
relative designation with regard to the average of a given type of
facility, such as temporary family housing, as to its ability as a
type to serve the immediate use for which it is intended on that par-
ticular base.
3. A condition index. - A relative percentage designation of the
average condition of the base property (by category) regardless of
its suitability.
Data assembled on the basis of these three elements would then
provide the information required for completing the picture, so that
in combination we would have (by inventory category and type of con-
struction) :
1. iioaintenance and repair costs during the period.
2. Property cost.






.... The maintenance and repair coet8 during the period by in-
ventory category could be supplied through the "maintenance area" ac-
counts developed pursuant to DOD Instruction 4165.9* • • •
.... The base permanency would come from the departmental in-
stallations operations planning groups as approved by Chiefs of Staff.
The suitability and condition indices would be obtained by physical
JflffpefiUon of tftfi faculties of t,fre jndJYiVflujai bases* Ob a bi-annual
cycle, the physical evaluation inspection cost should not exceed
I/I5OO of *the amount which is expended for installation maintenance
during that period (excluding construction) ,4
The only way that a practical facilities condition rating system can
be developed is by trial, application and refinement in the field. The Bureau
of Yards and Docks should formally begin this aspect of the program without
delay. The initial step would be a letter to all management Bureaus advising
them of the general details and requesting cooperation in a period of field
development. It is considered that the Facilities Branch of the Maintenance
Division of the District iAiblic ftcrks Organization would spearhead the field
work.
Ajohn F. Snyder. "A system for Evaluation of Overall Effectiveness of
heal Property Maintenance Management V«ithin the Military iistablishment"
, J^e.
J Forces Comptroller, vol. Ill, no. 1, (iareh 1958), pp. 20-21.

ChArTrJ. X
* FhUihAM SBMMABI, CuWCIAJblGNS AM) iXUL-iiiNDATIUHS
In summarizing the concept of an integrated facilities management pro-
gram as developed by this study it may be of assistance to utilize a flow
chart .^ A complete and adequate inventory of class I and II property with a
standardization of nomenclature is the foundation of the program,^ This in-
ventory constitutes the facilities to be managed. From time to time an input
of additional inventory items or facilities is provided thru the mechanism of
the Military Construction Program.
The application of sound industrial management principles in the day
to day operation or the activity facilities is next achieved by the Controlled
Maintenance Program. This program provides:
1* Charges against applicable expenditure accounts*
2. Development of Facility History luecord Cards.
3. Management reports (i-1,2,3) and a
4. Deferred maintenance list.
The charges against the expenditure accounts rrovide the official cost
accounting data as required by the JSavy Comptroller. The development of unit
cost data from these accounts will be accomplished by the Bureau of Yards and
2-Kefer to chart page 86.























































Docks through a master integrated data analysis system-* which will rpeed u^. the
data collection transmission and i-rocessing cycle by the use of electrical
communicators and KBF1 techniques. BuDocks by this process will be able to ac-
cumulate cost data by:




5. Combinations of above.
This information will be supplied to the various ether Havy Bureaus for use in
the management of their programs, a refinement of the data will be provided
by the activity facility history record cards, since a correlation of these
cards with the applicable inventory item record will also provide unit cost
data.
The management reporting phase of the controlled maintenance program
will produce information relative to work input control, performance indices
and the shop backlog of work. It will also reveal the deferred naintenance
list which is the background for special project requests to the management
bureau. This management data will be consolidated by the District Inblic Aorks
Office (management report ft U)^* and supplemented by a facility rating and util-
ity conservation report based on inspections made by the District rublic V>orks
Office.
3ubti, Bureau of lards and Docks, A Feasibility btudv on Automatic Data
on Automatic Data irrocessing. mL.Au.
^BuDocks instruction 11014.21, U march 1958.
•
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The Bureau of lards and Docks upon receipt of:
1. The consolidated management report.
2. The deferred maintenance list.
3. The facility rating and utilities conservation report
will integrate this data with the unit costs promulgated by the inventory/ex-
penditure account/facility history card complex. The Bureau of lards and Docks
will now be in a position to comply with Wavy regulations^ concerning the as-
sumption of responsibility lor estimating public «crks maintenance funds re-
quired and the submission of recommendations to the responsible management
Bureau and office*
CQflCLUblOlk AftD hfcCUMMSKLATIQMS
Throughout the development of this thesis a determined effort has been
Bade to emphasize the view that the use of modern industrial engineering* ac-
counting and financial controls are not an end in themselves. They are not a
substitute for management. They can be a definite aid in fulfilling the mis-
sion of the Civil Bngineers Corps and the Bureau of lards and Docks.
There is no one perfect way to accomplish the recommendations of this
report. The author has been acutely aware of the fact that he cannot hand
BuDocks a completed system in detail and ready fox installation. It is hoped
that a sound structural framework has been outlined. The responsibility rests
with others to determine which specific efforts will develop a management pro-
gram within this framework.
If the Bureau is to pursue the development of an integrated facilities




Management program the presentation must be developed with the utmost tact es-
pecially with the other Management Bureaus. The outcome would be based not on
Insi-sfonq e, but rather on an attitude of pereerverenee and the ability to select
the proper time, and the most favorable circumstances to pursue the icatter.
There is every reason to believa that the present climate could not be much
more propitious • It is vital to the program, however, that the C£K activities
^ead fche, way . If «a do not believe in our own programs we cannot hope to sell
them to others.
The philosophy for dynamic management requires the continuous develop-
ment of personnel which will keep the concept alive. It is therefore recoom-
mended that
J
1. The matter of management ability be specifically and formally
established as a prime requisite for CLC officers to be considered
for advancement to top rank and to jobs of critical responsibility.
2* A competent and detailed survey be made of those CbC assign-
ments in the Navy, which are classified as n-oet important from the
Management standpoint.
(V»hile it is true that the importance cf many duty stations are
obvious such as the UrflO's, Public »orks Center C. 0., elc., there
remains a vast number of jobs whose rank structure and considered im«
portance in no way reflects tne actual conditions involved).
3. That there be provided in the BuPocks, District Public korks
Office's and DILt^C and Dli.iAAlT organizations effective coordinating
management unite to insure that the conceptual outlook for manage-
ment improvement is actively prosecuted*
4. A Bureau, on the job, (as differentiated from and supplement-
ing formal University Graduate Training) management training program
be formalized at all management levels in to achieve greater
efficiency and economy.
5» A balanced, agressive career program be formally developed for
QhQ officers based upon modern management techniques.
6. iiflanagement improvement programs be made in integral part of
financial management and the sum total to constitute a primary tool
for executive decisions. - Le.t management manage not accountants.

The beginning chapter of this paper wa.6 titled "The Challenge", It is
only fitting that the cycle be completed by again taking upaa challenge. In
this instance it is addressed to the Chief of the Bureau of lards and Docks,
In the last analysis it is in that position that is vested the tremendous re-
sponsibility Tor achieving the advances required for the future role of the
Corps, The challenge is based on a widening diaeneion in Civil Engineering
Corps activities requiring constructive leadership in the social, economic and
political areas. There exists a growing urgency for action now. An increasing
complexity in operations requires a broader management capacity.
The manager of tomorrow will not be able to remain an intuitive
manager, tie will have to master system and method, will have to con-
ceive patterns and synthesize elements into wholes, will have to for-
mulate general concepts, and to apply general principles. Otherwise
he will fail. In small business and in largo, in general management
and in functional management, a manager will have to be equipped for
the practice of management.
6
The objectives of the Bureau of Yards and Docks require the establishment of
specific and up to date targets . The most sensitive areas of responsibility
are:
a) Educating Juniors for management,
b) Improving communication.
c) Assuming Navy wide obligations,
(1) Creating a demand for our vares,
(2) Being aware that complacency or resistance to change
can rob us of the many advantages being offered by scien-
tific and technological development,
(3) Eliminating & climate of non-progressive conformity.
Ureter Drucker, lea. si£., p. 353.
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Finally recognition of a good job is the stimulus that keeps the or-
ganisational pulse at a rapid rate. The author suggests two annual Chief's
Management Awards:
1. Jo the Coamanding Officer of the G£M activity who has done the
best management job*
2* To the OfcC officer who has written the best paper on a manage-




ZVQNULfXOI ll^uTIXD IB JUSTIFICATION OF FBGfSQlf
Fdv i&JOL KOK-i^CUIitllC iJLI*?iSa.MGE
tach major ncn-iecurring i^intenance project shall be submitted on WAVDGCKS
Form 167, and shall include specific data on the following items, where applic-
able:
a. Project Title find Estimated Cost . Careful wording of project title
is important. In many cases reviewing agencies, particularly those dealing
with appropriation of funds, have rejected projects due to misconception aris-
ing from improperly worded titles.
b. Purpose of Project . Aim or intent. Whet will be accomplished by
the proposed project*
c. description of Project . Include, when applicable, a schematic plan,
site location, and related distances from other .truetures. Wherever applicable
standard 8" x 10" photographs substantiating and amplifying the project request
shall be forwarded.
d. Justification . Keplied to the following items will constitute the
basis of requirements and should be answered as fully as possible:
(1) Cause of deterioration, damage or deficiency which led to the
initiation of the project request.
(2) Indicate expected adverse cr undesirable conditions which will
result if the project request is not approved.
(3) Recommended governing standards and specifications (brief) for
the repair or replacement. Does the proposed project comply with existing
BUDOCKS design criteria and other controlling standards? If not, justify.
(A) *hen was last similar work performed?
(5) What i6 being done to minimize or eliminate similar work in the
future?
(6) Recommended method of accomplishment, including recommendations
concerning the preparation of plans and specifications as well as field execu-
tion. Indicate whether work will be accomplished by WOy contract, station
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labor or both (indicate percentage).
(7) Breakdown of estimated cost, indicating (a) contractual engi-
neering services, if requested, (b) material, (c) labor, (d) equipment,
(e) other costs (including indirect, profit, contingency, etc.,) as appropriate.
Indicate also quantities involved and unit costs in sufficient detail for re-
ilsaL*
CB) In addition to total estimated cost of entire project, indicate
estimated cost of portions for accomplishment in increments in the event funds
cannot be made available at one time for the entire project.
(9) Possible alternative, in lesser scope or amounts (in the event
sufficient labor, materials, facilities, or funds are not available).
(10) Met annual savings in dollars to be attained or greater number
of hours of associated facilities use to be gained,
(11) Advantage, if any, of immediate action or the estimated cost if
the action is deferred.
(12) For yard labor projects, indicate labor breakdown in man-hours
for each category and trade. Indicate also whether an increase in yard labor
force will be required. Indicate also the preferred schedule for accomplishing
the project including the starting and completion dates
•
(13) hstiaiated time of completion after receipt of funds.
(14) Previous action . Indicate whether project has been previously
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